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let’s work together

Hi,

Tina De Souter

0476/07.67.45

tina.desouter@hotmail.com

My name is Tina De Souter, I am a motivated fresh out of 
school designer with a masters’ degree, graduated cum laude.

In this portfolio I collect all the designs I’ve made so far. 
I focus mostly on print but as you will see, I also explore 
digital media. 

Thank you for your interest.



Trail - one year in the life of a snail

Migration can be interpreted in a lot of ways, I chose a lighthearted 
approach to the subject. 
The pages of the book are 20 centimetres wide each, that makes one 
spread 40 centimetres wide. A snail moves at 1 mm/sec, so I concluded 
that an average garden snail will travel about 8.6 km/year. I added a 
scale: 1 centimetre in this book represents 1.5 metres in reality. This 
means that every spread of the book represents 60 metres in a snails’ 
reality.  The snail is born on the cover and travels through the entire 
book and thus, the book represents one year in the life of a snail.
At the exhibition ‘Flux’, the book was displayed together with a 
projection of a slowmotion video of me going through all pages of the 
book. This further emphasised the slowness of it all.

https://vimeo.com/300269809



The Egg Book 

The Egg Book starts from the egg as an ingredient and studies in an 
in-depth way how eggs are used in a culinary context.
The assignment was to design a scientific cookbook with an eye on an 
interesting yet legible layout. In this book I chose a classic approach 
in terms of fonts and layout, but I differentiate myself by using a 
blank cover with only a frying pan on it in combination with colored 
reading ribbons.



Flux

This was an exhibition held at the Luca School of Arts, Brussels, 
showing works about mapping migration. All parts of the creation 
of this exhibition were done by 10 bachelor students of Information 
Design. I co-designed the poster and catalogue together with three 
other students. We handmade all the furniture and completely 
transformed the exhibition room in only 2 months. This project has 
taught me a lot about working as a team. 

from seed                to vase

           from mono           to multi

  from numbers          to stories

           from slow          to slower

        from factory           to landfill

    from forest          to tree

from disaster       to displacement

     from local            to global

        from gallery      to gallery

    from border           to barrier

     from tradition           to mutilation

       from gain           to drain

         from bottom         to top

                from diversity       to unity, 

                 from here                    to there

                         and everything in between       

VISUALIZING CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT

GRAPHIC DESIGN SINT-LUKAS BRUSSELS PRESENTS

AN EXHIBITION BY 3BA GRAPHIC DESIGN

Flux is part of the 

Visual Arts Program’s
GRADUATION  
SHOW 2017

OPENING: 22.6, 18–23.00 h
EXHIBITION: 23–26.6, 14–18.00 h 
LUCA, Paleizenstraat 70, 1030 Brussels www.luca-flux.be
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https://vimeo.com/221175981



Alter Natives

In the process of making this magazine I learned to create good 
coherence with the unpublished articles I selected to be in this issue.
The goal I wanted to achieve was to create something fresh and 
different, something that stands out. I wanted to offer the reader a 
balance between interesting and sometimes funny articles, but still 
maintain a strict, correct typography with a pleasant reading speed. 
The idea for the cover was inspired by a habit of folding the corner of 
pages we like, in this case, I fold the corner of the magazine.



Google to Alphabet

This is an A1 poster about the Google to Alphabet merger.
I opted for a sleek, clear design. My emphasis is on the visualization of 
the future according to Alphabet. I have put this in a literal alphabet 
in which I explain its prospects. In the timeline I have listed the 
achievements of Google in the past. This way you get a correct visual 
overview from the past to the future. 



Umami

I developed a 2 minute long film in which I explain the perception of 
taste and visualize the sensation of the umami flavor.
My explanation starts from a dish that everyone knows: pizza. The 
logic behind the strange chronology is that it starts with a bite. Only 
then do you taste the delicious umami flavor and you start to wonder 
where it comes from. So I dissect the pizza in reverse while explaining 
our taste and the essence of the umami flavor. 

https://vimeo.com/225550486



De Regenkoning

In the poem ‘The Rain King’ by Hugo Claus there is desolation and 
fragility in both the ambiance and the protagonist. The
different characters that appear in the poem are visualized by using 
a white and fragile material: porcelain plaster. In each plaster work, 
one of the characters from the poem seems to sink into a pool of white 
emptiness. 



10 x10 

Numbers are unmistakably connected to our bodies. One 
of the reasons why the current decimal counting system 
is used is because we have ten fingers. I used a very fragile 
but detailed material, porcelain plaster. Fingertips are the 
most personal and unique part of our bodies. With this 
visualization of 100 I give the spectator the chance to count 
on my fingers.

100 x0 

One can only perceive ‘full’ if there is also ‘empty’. When 
100 is put into proportion with zero, this will always 
result in 0. Zero indicates a void, an absence of content. 
But emptiness does not necessarily indicate nullity. It is 
an empty container that can be filled. Through this work I 
show that a hundred times zero can still be perceived as a 
hundred.



ajuin

An onion consists of tunics, just like painful emotions. You can only 
find comfort in the heart of the onion. All the way at the end. To reach 
it, you have to go through all those different layers. What happens 
when you cut open an onion? Right. Reaching comfort usually means 
that you have already wept all your tears. It is an end point, and a 
beginning. 
This is a book I made together with artist Sara Vermeylen. She 
collected drawings about tears and comfort which I photographed, 
edited and displayed in this book. The book was exhibited and sold at 
the exhibition REM - Sleep of Reason (2018). 

https://www.facebook.com/events/963310037190177/
https://www.bonheiden.be/activiteiten/detail/1345/sara-vermeylen



Visualizing music - Loops II

For an exhibition, the bachelor students of Luca School of Arts had to 
work together with music students of the Lemmens Institute. We had 
to analyse a composition from the Loops series by Philippe Hurel and 
design a visualization of this.
While listening to the music of Loops II, instantly a lot of shapes 
popped up in my head. Thus, I decided to make a 4 metres long white 
wooden board containing a 3D representation of the music. The 
second layer of my work are the light and shadows I add to it. These 
represent the intensity of the notes, the tempo and my subjective 
interpretation of the music.
The poster and catalogue for this performance / exhibition was 
created by myself and two other students.

https://vimeo.com/296282301



Graphic Design Environment Manifesto

During a risoprint workshop, me and a team of 3 other students 
made this small booklet about a better work environment for graphic 
designers. We based the booklet on the song ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ and 
integrated a bit of fun. In the booklet we explain our manifesto for ‘the 
ideal graphic design studio’.

Bair

This is a business proposition I illustrated for International Business 
and Trade students of the Thomas More University College. They 
asked me to digitally draw a sweatshirt with an inflatable hood. After 
multiple meetings and sketching, this was the final result.



De kracht van de knikker

Six glass plates were stacked on top of each other, three tests were 
carried out. A blue, glass marble was dropped from a height of 1, 2 and 3 
meters. My design evolved into three videos and three books.
The videos show the dynamics and sudden impact of the velocity.
The three books show how big the impact of the fall was. In these 
books I tried to oppose the arbitrariness of the shape of the glass 
fragments by using photography. These books form an archive of 
shards in which I obsessively look for structure within the broken 
glass. Around the three books there is a cover, which serves to explain 
the concept of the experiments as well as to show the constants and 
result photographs.

https://vimeo.com/299323453



‘1’ ‘0’ ‘0’  

In this visualization I research the effective form of 
the numbers that make up a hundred. This work is a 
typographic, visual investigation into the form of 100. The 
overlap of a hundred fonts creates a collective, new form of 
the number 100.

100 = 

This book contains all elaborated visualisations that are 
created for my masterproef as well as ideas, sketches, 
experiments and concepts that have not been finished. The 
book is a collection of my thought processes and shows my 
search for meaningful visualizations for a hundred.



Drawings





Exhibitions

Boekvoorstelling ‘ajuin’ - Sara Vermeylen • ‘t Blikveld - Bonheiden november 2018

to flower to flow • Luca School of Arts - Brussel 

Flux • Luca School of Arts - Brussel  

juni 2018

juni 2017

Loops II • S.T.U.K - Leuven 

Graduation show • Sint-Lukasgalerie - Brussel

Graduation show • Sint-Lukasgalerie - Brussel

mei 2017

juni 2016

juni 2015




